The quickest/easiest way to get to Galloway dorm is to enter campus at the Hurst Drive entrance (adjacent to Cook Out). The physical address of Galloway Hall for GPS purposes is **5009 Riegel Road**, Wilmington, NC 28403.

Follow **red arrows** - Hurst to the stoplight at Hamilton (you will see the Track). Turn left at the light and drive past the softball and soccer fields, then turn right onto Riegel Road. Follow Riegel past the baseball stadium on the right. Galloway will be on the left. You can park in the lot to the right side of the dorm. You will need to come inside and sign them out for the weekend. We will have road signs posted on this route of campus.

Follow **yellow dotted arrows** to the presentation site in the Education building – **970 Reynolds Drive**. Enter campus at Randall parkway entrance. Follow road to sharp right turn when it becomes Reynolds Drive. Parking deck will be on the left; education building will be on the right.

Follow the **purple dashed arrows** to get from Galloway dorm to the Education Building or vice versa.